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General Comment

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I'm absolutely opposing both the 2 new nuclear reactors at Turkey Point and the proposal to run 45
foot tall and 5 foot wide poles through US 1.

Alternative energy sources, particularly solar energy is where this commission should be focusing.

, r ioriua is ripe ior sotar energy prouucuon, nonlemfeleSS, an[i Ltna[Ks LU 1UUUoy1g uy rrL, rlilltuUoffers the NO incentives to its population for installed solar energy in homes or businesses. FPL
S should be exploring ways to maximize energy generation through natural sources, solar primarily,

\ given the excellent conditions presented in Florida.

• I As a regulatory entity, your mission is to provide the appropriate regulations for the benefit of the
2" greater population of the USA, and in this particular case, that of all residents from South Florida.

q• I'm a resident of South Miami (zip code 33143), and will be directly affected by allowing the
•1 installation of 45' tall poles to ruin US1 estheticaly and visually. This plus the added risk that

!• having exposed High Voltage power lines provides during natural disasters like hurricanes should

~c~ be enough to reject this proposal. I'm attaching a picture of what is expected if FPL is allowed to
~use these poles. The US is the leader of the developed world, allowing overground exposed power

lines should be seen as an absolute step back of the continued development of our country and
-Miami. If the nuclear reactors are allowed which is likely to happen even after resident rejections,

any and all power lines should be UNDERGROUND.

\'.,I say NO to the expansion of Turkey Point, it's nuclear reactions, and especially NO to overground,
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exposed power lines.

Attachments

11540893_10153411447177509_3332599443303337796_n

57.html
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